
Remarks on Negative Morpheme in Japanese and Domain Extension within Morphological Domain 
Synopsis: In this paper, I argue the morpho-syntactic status of negative sentences as well as the 
plausibility of the theory of domain extension with the following properties: (i) -nai, which has been 
regarded as an exponent of Neg0 traditionally, is, in fact, a0 directly c-commaded by Neg0. (ii) Existence 
of [anai] triggers categorial changing of verbs to adjectives and, moreover, it triggers the Domain 
Extension in Bobaljik and Wurmbrand’s (2013) sense. As a consequence, the fact that both a and v 
heads are in the same phase domain yields that suppression of v head in a particular case, where the 
verb is “aru (verb of existence used only for an inanimate subject)”. 
Facts: In Japanese, traditionally nai and zu has been regarded as exponents of Neg0. However, a close 
examination of nai and zu indicates that nai is a negative-adjective, only if it is bound by higher Neg0. 
Otherwise nai behaves like an adjective. First, Both nai and zu form negative sentences as in (1).Second, 
the NPI licensing in (2) provides evidence that both nai and zu relates to the sentential 
polarity.Apparently, nai and zu both work as a negator. However, nai conjugates just like regular 
adjectives as in Chart 1, while zu does not conjugates. Moreover, both nai and zu take scope over both 
subjects and objects as in (3) and it indicates that nai and zu are structurally in higher position than vP. 
Issues: In Japanese, in the negative environment, two types of suppression are observed. The first 
suppression is a suppression of BE for an inanimate subject, aru. While all verbs except aru do not 
exhibit suppression as in (4), aru is suppressed when it precede nai as in (5). The suppression cannot be 
observed with zu as in (6). This contrast in (4-6) indicates that aru is suppressed before one of two 
negators nai, although the other negator -zu does not exhibit the same property.  
Analysis: Here I claim that nai is an exponent of a0, which is a cyclic head and nai must be bound by 
Neg0 to be interpreted as a negator, while zu, itself, is an exponent of Neg0. The adjectivalhood of nai 
can be confirmed by the multiple occurrence of nai in (7b), Moreover, Neg0 is, presumably, introduced 
to the derivation once, deciding the sentential polarity, and, therefore, multiple occurrence of Neg0, -zu, 
yields an ungrammatical sentence as in (7c). Moreover, nai is suppressed in the context of “*nai+zu” 
(nai→ø/ ___ zu) and, therefore, it is impossible to draw a nai-zu sequence. This analysis is also 
consistent with the theory of phase, proposed by Embick (2010), Bobaljik and Wurmbrand (2013) 
et.seq. According to Embick’s (2010) C-1 Theory, the cyclic heads (CH) form cyclic domains (CD) 
and CD is spell-outed when the next higher CH is introduced and items in the current CD can be seen 
only by the items in the next higher CD as in (8).This mechanism correctly predicts nai suppression as 
in (9). Note that, according to Tagawa (2009), the status of /a/ in pre-nagative (Pre-N) context is an 
instance of allomorph of /i/, which is inserted as a result of Re-adjustment rule (Embick and Noyer 
2008 a.o.). Now, turn to aru RS as in (4b) is looked at. In order for verbs to be suppressed, both verb 
and nai has to be in the same CD but under the existing approaches, under which aru is assumed to be 
an exponent of Neg0, aru and nai cannot be in the same CD as in (9). However, Bobaljik and 
Wurmbrand (2013) argue that phase can be extended only when a given CH is morphologically 
interpreted relative to a next CH. Given this, the cyclical status of v0 therefore extends to next CH, 
namely a0. This mechanism induces the local relationship between ar- and nai as in (10). 
Consequence 1: Adjectival Nature of nai and Copular insertion: This analysis predicts that since nai 
hold adjectival nature, therefore to form the predicate it must be co-occur with a copular (Nishiyama 
1999). This prediction is born out when the predicate is past-tense form as in (11).As the sentence in 
(11b), the lack of the copular a(r-) born out ungrammaticality. 
Consequence 2 Ari-e-nai !: The current analysis also predicts a non-verb suppression environment of 
ar-. In Japanese, a potential predicate eru “can” bears [+affix] nature and it is regarded as an exponent 
of v0 (cf. Takano 2003) as in (12a) and its negative form is as in (12b). In the potential environment, 
suppression of aru cannot be observed as in (12d).Given the Takano’s (2003) structure, the current 
theory can correctly predicts that the intervention of potential predicate, eru, blocks the domain 
extension. 
 



 (1) a. Taro-ga  hasir-u.  b. Taro-ga  hashir-a-{nai/zu}. 
     T-Nom  run-pres.    T-Nom  run-a-neg 
     “Taro runs”     “Taro does not run.” 
(2) a. Dare-mo gakko-ni ko-{na-i/zu…} b. *Dare-mo gakko-ni  ku-ru. 
     anybody school-to come-neg    anybody  school-to  come 
    “Anybody does not come to school.”    “Anybody come to school” 

Chart 1: Conjugation. 
Root Pre-Neg. Renyoo(connective) Past Present 
taka- “high” taka-ku taka-ku takak-at-ta taka-i 
na- “not” na-ku na-ku nak-at-ta na-i 
(3) a. Moshi zen’in-ga   {ko nai-de /ko-zu} hitori-ga  ki-ta ra… (neg > all) 
     If    all-Nom    come-nai-&/come-ZU prof.-Acc include everyone-Nom come-past. 
    “Lit. If all didn’t come but one come…”  
   b. Moshi Taro-ga zenbu-furutsu-o {tabe-nai-de/tabe-zu} banana-o  tabe-ta ra… (neg > all) 
     If    T-Nom   all-fruit -Acc eat-Nai-&/eat-ZU  banana-Acc eat-past. 
   “Lit. If Taro didn’t eat all the fruit but he ate bananas…” 
(4) a. Taro-ga hasir-u (affirmative) b. Taro-ga hasir-a-na-i (negation) c. *Taro-ga ø-na-i (negation) 
     T-Nom run-pres.       T-Nom run-a-neg-pres.         T-Nom   neg. 
     “Taro runs.”   “Taro does not run”     “intended: *Taro does not run” 
(5) a. Hon-ga   ar-u (affirmative) b. *Hon-ga ara-na-i (negation)  c. Hon-ga    ø-nai. (negation) 
    book-Nom be-pres.          book-Nom be-neg-pres.        book-Nom   neg. 
   “There is a book”        “intended: There is not a book”       “There is not a book” 
(6) a. Hon-ga   ara-z  -u      b. *Hon-ga    ø-z-u 
   book-Nom  be-neg-pres      book-Nom   -neg-pres 
   “There is not book”       “intended: there is not a book.” 
(7) a. NEGATIVE:Hasir-a-{nai/zu}  b. POSITIVE: hasir-a-nak-u-nai  c. POSITIVE:*hasir-zu-zu 
            run-a-neg        run-a-neg-u-neg       run-neg-neg 
           “not run”         “not not run”    “intended: not not run”  
(8) [CD1 [αP α] CH1 ] à [βP [CD1 [αP α] CH1 ] β ] à [CD2 [βP   [CD1  [αP α ]   CH1 ]  β   ]    CH2 ]  
                                              <-invisible from CH2-><visible from CH2-> 
(9) [vP[√P √V]-v] à [aP -nai]  [NegP[aP[vP[√P √V]-a]-nai]-zu] :  zu à ø /na(i) ___  
    <=CD1=>   <=== CD2 =====>   <======= CD2 ======>                      
(10) [vP[√P √ar-]-v] à [aP -nai]                 [aP[vP[√P √ar-]-v]-nai] : ar- à ø / __ nai 
      CD1       <=<= CD1 =>=>=> (CD expansion to a0)        ar- suppress!!   
(11) a. hasir-a-nak-u   -ar  -ta             b. *hasir-a-naku-ta. 
      run-a- neg-pres -Cop –past              run-a-neg-past. 
        “did not run” 
(12) a. hasir-e-ru.  b. hasir-e-{nai/zu}  c. ari-e   -ru d. *(ari)  -e  -na  -i 
     run-can-pres    run-can-neg        be-can  pres.        be –can  -neg pres. 
     “can run”      “can not run”   “can be”           “cannot be” 
(13) [TP [NegP[aP[vP [vP  ar(i) ] -e]  -na] –i] 
            ✖<= CD1=> ✖    nai cannot see ar- because of an intervention of er-“can” (=CH)!! 
 


